Abstract-Molecular dynamics simulations are presented for the stopping of a charged ion in an electron gas. Full Coulomb collisional processes are included, and the resulting particle wake and energy deposition profiles are examined. The present study is extensible to multicomponent plasmas, for evaluating parameters like dE/dx, straggling, blooming, and energy splits.
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C
HARGED particle stopping is a fundamental process in plasma physics, relevant to designs for controlled fusion and practical fusion energy. For example, the fast ignition [1] variant of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) heats dense hydrogen fuel with a high-energy particle beam via charged particle stopping. The peak temperature depends on the beam-target interaction, viz., how far the beam penetrates and how broadly it spreads as it deposits energy. Uncertainties in beam stopping translate into large differences in predicted fusion yield. Fusion itself produces fast alpha particles that further heat the fuel. ICF ignition or self-sustaining fusion burn also depends on the stopping of these alpha particles.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide a ready means to study charged particle stopping; the projectile transfers energy and momentum by Coulomb scattering from surrounding plasma particles. We evaluate this long-range interaction by particle-particle particle-mesh (PPPM) method in a scalable implementation, ddcMD [2] . MD integrates the particle trajectories nonperturbatively, so it includes electrostatic interactions to all orders. The results thus apply to both weakand strong-coupling problems, including highly charged beam and impurity or dopant target atoms, so long as electrons are not bound and are nondegenerate.
A single projectile in an electron gas is studied here. This one-component plasma (OCP) is a useful model for a neutral laboratory system as most energy from a fast projectile is deposited in the electrons. We employ a 2.6-MeV projectile of charge Z = −10, i.e., opposite charge from a Ne nucleus, with the same mass. (Simple analytic stopping models give the same result for either sign of the charge, and the negative value avoids binding of the classical electrons.) The OCP density (10 20 cm 3 ) and temperature (1.088 eV) give Γ ee = 1. The system has two million particles in a 2708-Å cubic cell. The projectile trajectory is angled in the box to reduce finite size effects from neighboring periodic replicas.
For stopping, dE/dx, we can just monitor the projectile trajectory and kinetic energy over the simulation. The trajectory is nearly a straight line over > 200 fs, during which the projectile loses 0.33% of its energy. We also obtain much more information, including the full wake disturbance generated by the moving projectile in the plasma. Stopping is physically mediated by, precisely, these charge-and current-density perturbations, so their details merit scrutiny. Fig. 1 shows the charge density and energy transfer density of the target electron gas. The energy transfer field equals F · j over volume elements of the system, with F = −∇V Coul (r) from the projectile Coulomb potential and j as the local current density induced by the moving projectile. (This result is postprocessed, so we approximate the PPPM forces in the periodic cell with the 1/r 2 Coulomb force between the projectile and target.) This gives the rate of work performed by the projectile on the target. Formally, the integral of F · j over all space gives the rate of energy loss dE/dt of the projectile, related to the stopping, dE/dx.
The major part of the particle wake can be seen in the top image. Time averaging of the target particle positions in the projectile frame of the reference results in a characteristic streaked pattern in the unperturbed regions of the target. The close-up image shows the region of the target plasma that receives most of the energy from the stopping projectile. There are faint colored streaks radiating from the vicinity of the projectile that correspond to individual scattered electrons. A time series shows these sporadic individual strong scattering events as well as interactions with collective many-particle excitations in the target. Such time-dependent random events contribute to departures from the average dE/dx and to random angular deflections of the projectile. These so-called straggling and blooming parameters affect the localization of energy deposition by charged particle beams.
The analyses that we perform here can be easily extended to multicomponent target plasmas. Integration of F · j between particular species then reveals the energy split, the percentage of energy transferred to ions versus to electrons. Fusion yield is also sensitive to this parameter through its effect on the predicted ion temperature. 
